
The 7-Step Guide to Mastering Change 

Change is constant. What once felt like change “events” that occur periodically like holidays on a calendar now happen every day of the year. 
To be effective in our roles, we all need to accept this fact. That’s a scary idea, especially for us marketers who value discipline and consistency 
and whose job it is to try to make sense of the world. But accepting this fact will give you the always-on mentality that will prepare you for 
any change that lies ahead.

1. Accept an always-on mentality.

You must be keenly aware of your greatest assets. When navigating change, it’s important to recognize that you must be true to yourself no 
matter the situation, the opportunities, the changes. For that you must ask yourself, “What anchors you?” Remembering and being faithful to 
your purpose will keep you motivated, invested and prepared for change.

4. Know your strengths.

The first way to develop your change lens is through pain. As Tony Robbins said, “Change happens when the pain of staying the same is greater 
than the pain of change.” This applies to your business, too. Look for the pain points — these are the signals that become an impetus for 
positive and lasting change in your business. The second way to develop your change lens is through vision. Vision doesn’t represent just what’s 
immediately in front of you; it’s about the ability to get beyond the one-year plan, a paradigm most of us suffer, and look ahead in your industry 
to give you the insights you need today. This is liberating because it allows you to focus on the important steps you must take to meet those 
future goals. That focus is your change lens.  

2. Develop a lens for change.

Looking to your colleagues or within your organization for signals of what, when and how to change is the wrong instinct. Beware the groupthink 
lurking in your teams, organizations and even in industries. To recognize the need for change, study people, teams and industries outside your 
business. How have they solved problems? Have they taken risks you wouldn’t even dream of? Once you spot how these others have adapted, 
modified or transformed, their solution can become the impetus for yours.   

3. Look beyond your current industry.

Knowing what anchors you often provides the filter to help you recognize what doesn’t. Your weaknesses become magnified during times 
of change. We all have entrenched habits that are counterproductive. Are you easily distracted? What work are you doing that doesn’t directly 
help you achieve your goals? Do you have the wrong people on your team? Acknowledge these weaknesses now so that that you’re ready 
when change hits.

5. Acknowledge your weaknesses.

Recognize that your customers may see change as a weakness. Help them by being their change lens and identifying the changes they need to 
make. When a customer is having trouble making the change, it’s likely they really need you to help them navigate. Why? Because if they could 
do it themselves, they’d have already figured it out. Remember, as marketers we are best positioned to navigate these straits. Think about it 
from your customer’s perspective. They want marketing partners that either keep up or get out of the way. Customers expect their marketing 
partners to be some of the most important outside change agents. When change happens, there is almost no time to wait while a partner 
catches up. And customers are more likely to find a new partner than to wait on you. 

6. Think about your customers.

The hidden pitfall of change: confusing it with innovation. Both are powerful concepts, but they’re different. Change means to transform, to 
become different. To innovate means to do something in a new way. So, innovations can occur within teams or at the organizational level 
without affecting real, long-lasting change. Change requires the work of a deeper journey to result in true transformation. 

7. Don’t stop at innovation.
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Does your leadership team have a change mindset? 

Contact us for a change management assessment.
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